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The last presentation before Lunch!
Where are we? It matters!

- Statewide Standards (SWS)
- Mandatory Shoreland Zoning Act (DEP)
- Natural Resources Protection Act (NRPA)
- Land Use Planning Commission (LUPC) (Formerly LURC)
- Special town zoning?
ARE WE ORGANIZED OR UNORGANIZED?!

Well, I'm NEVER ORGANIZED.
Okay, What’s wrong with this picture?
How about this one?
Um, Deforrest, I think this culvert is just too small. This doesn’t follow BMPs at all.

It’s fine. Look, the duck made it through!

What a nice dam!
What’s wrong with this one?
Closed out stream crossing
Shoreline Integrity
Skidder bridge over dry channel
Closed out crossing on dry channel
Pole ford over dry channel
Closed out brook crossing in late winter. Still on snow, brush-stabilized
Bridge abutment construction over P-SL1. Required MFS permit
Temporary bridge during low water while building bridge over P-SL1
Completed Bridge over P-SL1
Finished bridge
NRCS Fish Passage Project - Before
NRCS Fish Passage Project – After
Beavers**!!##$%!!
Some don’t have to follow the rules!

- But, boss, don’t we need them permits?
- You moron! We don’t need no stinkin’ permits... we’re beavers!
Good Day! Any questions?